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Reverse logistics is getting more and more attention both from companies and the
public. It is an area with the possibility for companies to do good in the eyes of the
public. This work focus on the return system of a one-way handling material called
the loading ledge. The loading ledge is developed by IKEA as a substitute for the
EUR-pallet in transports from suppliers with a long distance and even flow and in
transports from suppliers with short distance and uneven flow. The loading ledge is
made out of 100 % recyclable plastic.
The purpose of this work is to find the most efficient set-up for recycling of loading
ledges within IKEA on a European level from a transport and handling point of view
considering aspects like cost, environment, time and, from an administrative point of
view, user-friendliness.
Who will the participants of the set-up be, where will they be located, which
transports are needed and which income and costs does the set-up generate, are
questions that will be answered. An optimisation model of the problem is modelled
using the modelling language AMPL and solved by CPLEX, a computer program for
solving linear integer optimisation problems.
The result of this work is five suggestions for the set-up found using the optimisation
model. The set-ups differ in number of participants, transports and costs. Common
for all set-ups is the use of a Polish supplier. Otherwise the set-ups differ depending
on where the sorting is performed. When performed at the distributions central the
set-ups uses Sweden and Poland as locations for recycling stations and when sorting
is performed at the recycling station the set-ups uses Germany and Poland as
locations for recycling stations. The set-ups are presented graphically along with
suggestions for implementation.

logistics, reverse logistics and optimisation.
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Abstract 
Reverse logistics is getting more and more attention both from companies and the 
public. It is an area with the possibility for companies to do good in the eyes of the 
public. This work focus on the return system of a one-way handling material called 
the loading ledge. The loading ledge is developed by IKEA as a substitute for the 
EUR-pallet in transports from suppliers with a long distance and even flow and in 
transports from suppliers with short distance and uneven flow. The loading ledge is 
made out of 100 % recyclable plastic. 
  
The purpose of this work is to find the most efficient set-up for recycling of loading 
ledges within IKEA on a European level from a transport and handling point of view 
considering aspects like cost, environment, time and, from an administrative point of 
view, user-friendliness. 
 
Who will the participants of the set-up be, where will they be located, which 
transports are needed and which income and costs does the set-up generate, are 
questions that will be answered. An optimisation model of the problem is modelled 
using the modelling language AMPL and solved by CPLEX, a computer program for 
solving linear integer optimisation problems. 
 
The result of this work is five suggestions for the set-up found using the optimisation 
model. The set-ups differ in number of participants, transports and costs. Common 
for all set-ups is the use of a Polish supplier. Otherwise the set-ups differ depending 
on where the sorting is performed. When performed at the distributions central the 
set-ups uses Sweden and Poland as locations for recycling stations and when sorting 
is performed at the recycling station the set-ups uses Germany and Poland as 
locations for recycling stations. The set-ups are presented graphically along with 
suggestions for implementation. 
 
 
 
Key words: logistics, reverse logistics and optimisation. 
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DEFINITIONS 
Retail: The end of the supply chain where goods or products are 

sold in small quantities to the general public 
 
Distribution central: A place where goods from suppliers are stored and reloaded 

before being dispatched to retailer. 
 
 
 
List of abbreviations 
LL: Loading ledge. 
PP:  Polypropyleneplastic. 
DC: Distribution central. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 
The area of reverse logistics has the intriguing possibility of both doing good and 
generating a profit at the same time, it also has a growing public interest. The 
growing public interest creates possibilities for companies to generate good-will 
together with the possibility of generating a profit which makes it very attractive for 
companies to put the focus on reverse logistics. 
 
Customers of today are through media and marketing campaigns becoming more 
aware of the products effect on the environment. A customer is more likely to buy a 
product that is recyclable, made out of recyclable material or in other ways less 
harmful to the environment. A problem for the companies is that the customers are 
not willing to pay a higher price for the product, hence the company has to have a 
profitable reverse logistic.  
 
The pressure on the company does not only come from the customers but also from 
regulations. The growing focus on environmental questions from the economical life 
creates potential for the companies. The goal is to make the environmental 
alternatives profitable for companies to ensure their participation. Awareness is 
growing within the companies that reverse logistics can be profitable. This creates a 
perfect environment for the companies to develop the reverse logistics.  
 
IKEA is a company aiming to offer customers as low prices as possible but they still 
have fundamental rules for suppliers concerning the environment, which can not be 
compromised for lower prices. IKEA offers help to the suppliers to make changes to 
achieve the desired level of standard. If a supplier is unwilling to make the changes, 
the relationship will come to an end. This sort of close co-operation creates large 
possibilities to affect the choice of raw material, production and distribution, creating 
large possibilities for the reverse logistics. 
 
The loading ledge is a handling material within IKEA made out of 100 % recyclable 
plastic. About ten million loading ledges are returned in the return flow. The used 
loading ledges are today sold to external companies that recycle the material and 
use it in their own products. 
 
The goal for the future is to have a closed loop for the loading ledges where IKEA 
keeps the ownership through the whole loop. The purpose of this is to use the 
recycled polypropyleneplastic, pp-plastic, to lower the price of IKEA products 
produced out of recycled pp-plastic. The ultimate goal is to attain a competitive edge, 
which will lead to more sales and a larger profit. The product of current interest is one 
of Ikeas storage boxes produced from recycled pp-plastic. 

1.2 Purpose 
The purpose of this M.Sc. thesis is to find the most efficient set-up for recycling of 
loading ledges within IKEA from a transport and handling point of view, considering 
aspects like cost, environment, time and, from an administrative view, user-
friendliness. 
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1.3 Problem 
Loading ledges in the return flow will be stacked or shredded for a higher filling rate 
and sorted to separate polluted loading ledges and attain a pure recycled material 
and in the end sold to a supplier, which uses it for production of an IKEA product. In 
this M.Sc. Thesis the author sets out is to find the structure for the optimal set-up for 
loading ledge recycling within IKEA for the start-up and for the development. 
The following problems are to be solved: 
 
- What will the structure of the return flow for the loading ledge look like? 

- Which transports are needed? 
- Which participants, external and internal, should be involved? 
- Where will the participants be located? 

- What costs will the set-up generate? 
- What income will the set-up generate? 
 
 
 

1.4 Limitations 
The following limitations apply and are based on wishes from IKEA and expert 
opinions. The set-up for the recycling will be made on a European level. The number 
of loading ledges in circulation is 10 million. The number of suppliers will be limited to 
three suppliers currently working with the storage box and out of administrative 
reasons at most one of these will be used in the set-up. The recycling process will not 
be performed within IKEA and out of administrative reasons the maximum number of 
recycling stations will be three. 1   

 

1.5 Assumptions 
The following assumptions have been made and are based on requests from IKEA 
and expert opinions. The purpose of the following assumptions is to limit the data that 
needs to be collected. The transport cost is assumed to be the same within a 100 km 
radius anywhere in Europe. 2 The salary is assumed to be the same for the whole 
country and for the following groups of countries: 
 
- Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Finland. 
- Germany, Austria and Switzerland.3 

 

A recycling station is possible to find within a 100 km radius anywhere in Sweden, 
Poland, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Czech Republic and Italy.4 

 

To get an estimate of the income generated for the set-ups, the price of recycled pp-
plastic is assumed to be 65 % of the price of virgin pp-plastic.3 More assumptions are 
presented in chapter 4.5 and 4.6. 

                                                        
1 Andersson, R. Technical Developer Handling Material, IKEA 050602 
2 Mårtensson, J. Trp Bus Developer, IKEA 050421 
3 Andersson, R. Technical Developer Handling Material, IKEA 050406 
4 Persson, A. Plastic Expert, IKEA 050322 
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1.6 IKEA 
IKEA�s business idea is 
 
� We shall offer a wide range of well-designed, functional home furnishing 
products at prices so low that as many people as possible will be able to  
afford them� 1 
 
In 1946 Ingvar Kamprad founded IKEA. IKEA is short for Ingvar Kamprad Elmtaryd 
Aggunaryd and originally sold pens, wallets, picture frames, table runners, watches, 
jewellery and nylon stockings all for which Ingvar found there was a demand and a 
possibility to sell for a lower price than competitors. In 1945 Ingvar started selling 
products by advertising in local newspapers and a mail order catalogue. The 
products were distributed by train to which he transported the products using the 
county milk van. In 1947 furniture produced by local manufacturers was introduced to 
the IKEA product range for the first time. 2 
 
In 1951 the first IKEA catalogue was published. The catalogue focused on low-price 
furniture and was a milestone in the development of the IKEA we know today. In 
1953 IKEA opened its first furniture show room in Älmhult. The focus was on home 
furnishing2.  
 
The year 1955 was the year when IKEA started designing their own furniture 
following a wide boycott from suppliers caused by pressure from IKEA�s competitors. 
During this year IKEA�s no. 1 trademark also came to light. When an IKEA worker 
had to fit a table into a car he had to remove the legs to make it fit. This created the 
idea of flat packaging, which in the future would lead to lower handling-, transport- 
and storing- costs hence lower price for customers. The idea is to use flat packages 
for furniture from supplier to IKEA�s customers and in the end let the customer 
assembly the furniture themselves. In 1956 the testing of flat packaging started. The 
testing was in small scale at this time and one product at a time was designed to fit 
the flat packaging concept2. 
 
In 1958 the first IKEA store opened in Älmhult. With its 6 700 m2 it was the largest 
furniture display in Scandinavia. In 1963 the first store outside of Sweden opened in 
Oslo, Norway. This year IKEA also started collaborating with Polish suppliers, 
collaborations, which has played a big part in the ability to offer low prices. In 1965 an 
IKEA store in Stockholm was opened covering 45 800 m2. The size created a 
problem serving the customers and the idea of letting people serve themselves was 
born. In 1973 the first IKEA store outside Scandinavia was opened in Zurich, 
Switzerland2. Today the IKEA group has 192 stores in 23.3 
 

                                                        
1 IKEA Material, IKEA Business idea 
2 IKEA Material, IKEA History 
3 IKEA Material, Facts & Figures 
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2 Methodology 

2.1 Models 
A model is a simplification of the real system, so it can not be analysed as the real 
system. Idealisations, simplifications, assumptions and demarcations must be taken 
into consideration when studying the model. The model used in this project is an 
optimisation model, a mathematical model, of the real system, which falls under the 
category of symbolic models. When working with a mathematical model it is 
important to show the relation to the real system, what the different variables in the 
model represent in the real system.1 
 
A model has to fulfil the following criteria2 
 

- Systematism -  the model must be free from inner contradiction and 
have inner consistency and logical connection. 

- Efficiency - the model should be easy to manage for the purpose it is 
created. 

- Validity - the model can not have any systematic errors. The different 
types of validity are: 
! Theoretical validity - the model must include relevant variables 

and parameters, relations must be described in the correct way.  
! Validity of conception - conceptions must be well defined. 
! Empirical validity - the capacity of the model to predict outcome 

of experiments.  
- Terms of the model such as simplifications, assumptions, domain of 

validity and additional terms to determine empirical consequences must 
be given. 

- Must be possible to generalise. Hence under certain circumstances the 
model work for other conditions than the ones examined. 

 

2.2 Optimisation models 
Optimisation is a branch of the applied mathematics where mathematical models and 
methods are used to find the optimal handling alternative in different decision 
situations.3 
 
To be able to use an optimisation model something in the problem has to be possible 
to vary. This is called a variable. The solution of the problem is to find the best 
possible value of the variable according to the specified goal. The goal is expressed 
with an objective function dependent of the variables and is to be maximised or 
minimised. Constraints on the variables are given to constrain the possible values of 
the variables. A condition to be able to use a model is that the goal and constraints 
can be quantified.4 
 
 

                                                        
1 Wallen, G. Vetenskapsteori och forskningsmetodik, pp59-60. 
2 Wallen, G. Vetenskapsteori och forskningsmetodik, pp61-62. 
3 Lundgren, J. Rönnqvist M. Värbrand, P. Optimeringslära. p1. 
4 Lundgren, J. Rönnqvist M. Värbrand, P. Optimeringslära. pp1-2. 
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2.3 Optimisation process 
There are a certain steps that are important when creating an optimisation model. 
Identify the optimisation problem, formulate the problem mathematically, solving the 
problem using an optimisation method and to evaluate the solution. The different 
steps are often executed in parallel with each other and their extent are dependent 
on the size, structure and complexity of the problem. Figure 1 shows a schematic 
picture of the process.1 
 

 
Figure 1: Schematic picture of the optimisation process2 

 
When creating the model it is important to choose a level of detail suited for the 
specific problem. A high level of detail leads to higher realism but also leads to higher 
complexity. A low level on the other hand leads to lower complexity but might lead to 
a lack of realism.3 
 
Computers are often used to describe the model and solve the problem. In this thesis 
the modelling language AMPL is used for modelling and the solver CPLEX, a 
program that solves linear integer optimisation problems, is used to solve the 
problem. 
 
The general structure of an optimisation problem is. 
 

Xxwhere

xfP

∈

)(min)(
 

                                                        
1 Lundgren, J. Rönnqvist M. Värbrand, P. Optimeringslära. p9. 
2 Lundgren, J. Rönnqvist M. Värbrand, P. Optimeringslära. p10. 
3 Lundgren, J. Rönnqvist M. Värbrand, P. Optimeringslära. p11. 
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Here, X  defines feasible solutions. These are often expressed by constraints1. 
 

mibxgwhere

xfP

ii ,...,1,)(

)(min)(

=≤
 

 
The problem is a linear problem if all functions, mggf ..., 1 , are linear and if all 
variables are continuous, hence nRx ∈ .2 
 
The problem can therefore be written in the following way3. 
 

mjx

mibxawhere

xczP

j

n

j
ijij

n

j
jj

,...,1,0

,...,1,

min)(

=≥

=≤

=

∑

∑

 

 
Where z is the objective function, jx is the variables and jc , ija and ib are parameters. 
 
Binary variables are variables that can only take the value of either 0 or 1. Binary 
variables can for example be used to indicate whether or not a facility is used. For 
example 
 

 
Where, iy  is the binary variable indicating if facility i  is in use or not. 
 

2.4 Experiments 
When conducting an experiment there are 2 types of variables: independent 
variables and dependent variables. The independent variables are the variables that 
are being varied to attain a result and the dependent variables are the ones that are 
measured for the result. To plan an experiment an assumption has to be made about 
which variables that are independent and which are dependent. There can also be 
variables that do not seem affect the result or that are not wanted as independent 
variables. These are called background variables.4 
 

                                                        
1 Lundgren, J. Rönnqvist M. Värbrand, P. Optimeringslära. p13. 
2 Lundgren, J. Rönnqvist M. Värbrand, P. Optimeringslära. p14. 
3 Lundgren, J. Rönnqvist M. Värbrand, P. Optimeringslära. p14. 
4 Wallen, G. Vetenskapsteori och forskningsmetodik, p67. 





=
otherwise

usedisifacilityif
yi ,0

,1
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2.4.1 Experiment plan 
When planning an experiment, an assumption about the connection between the 
variables has to be made, a so called hypothesis. The formulation of the problem 
often demarcates number of possible hypothesises.1 
 
The following are the parts of Göran Walléns suggestion for creating an experiment 
plan that I found useful in this project2: 
   
1. Decide which factors that affects what is to be examined, dependent and 

independent variables. 
2. Choose input. To what extent is the input suitable for the factor chosen to study? 
3. To avoid disturbance from background and situation dependent factors, keep 

these constant or control them in another way. 
4. Find the relevant factors 
5. Find the affect the independent variables have when changed simultaneously. 
 
The steps are used to plan the experiments performed in this work, see chapter 7.  
 
 

                                                        
1 Wallen, G. Vetenskapsteori och forskningsmetodik, p67. 
2 Wallen, G. Vetenskapsteori och forskningsmetodik, p68-70. 
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3 Frame of references 
 

3.1 Logistics and the environment 
Definition of logistics: 
 
�Planning, implementing and managing all the activities in the material flow, 
from acquisition of raw material to end customer and return flow of produced 
product, and the purpose is to meet customers and other participants 
requirements, i.e. offer good customer service, low costs, low holding cost, 
and small consequences for the environment.� 1 
 
The activities generated by the planning, implementing and managing of the material 
flow are called logistic costs. These are the costs for the physical handling, 
movement and storage of the goods in the material flow, holding costs and 
administration costs for planning and managing of the return flow. The following types 
of costs exists2: 
 

- Transport and handling costs  
- Packaging costs 
- Holding costs 
- Administrative costs 
- Ordering costs 
- Capacity related costs 
- Costs of lost sales 
- Environmental costs  

 
The environment is included both in the definition and the costs of logistics which 
shows an awareness of the environment within logistics. The effects on the 
environment comes from pollution, discharges and noise from for example transports, 
high use of energy, insufficient waste care and recycling.  
 
A problem for the environment is unbalance in the material flows. The material flow in 
one direction is not equal to the flow in the opposite direction.3 This leads to empty 
transports or a low filling rate in the reverse flow. Sometimes it is more profitable, 
both considering cost and environment, to choose to transport the goods a distance 
that is longer but with a better balance in the material flow than to choose a shorter 
distance with lower balance in the material flow. 

3.2 Reverse logistics 
In the definition of logistics one of the purposes is to meet the customers� 
requirements. The requirements used to be a low price and good service but 
customers are starting to be more and more aware of the environment and are more 
likely to choose non-polluting products. On the other hand studies also show that 
customers are not willing to pay a higher price for the non-polluting product. This puts 
pressure on companies to find a set-up for the reverse logistic that is profitable so 
they can offer an non-polluting product to an equal or lower price and thereby attain a 
                                                        
1 Jonsson, P. Mattson, S-A. Logistik: Läran om effektiva materialflöden. pp. 
2 Jonsson, P. Mattson, S-A. Logistik: Läran om effektiva materialflöden. p129. 
3 Tarkowski, J. Ireståhl, B. Lumsden, K. Transportlogistik p228. 
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competitive edge.1 However there is a growing recognition that careful management 
can bring both environmental protection and lower costs.2  
 
The demands on environmental aware logistics do not only come from the 
customers. The environmental regulations within the environmental are under 
constant change.3 This puts today�s companies in a position where they are forced to 
develop their reverse logistics. 
 
  
Traditionally, logistics has consisted of two parts. The first part is material 
management covering all the functions from raw material acquisition to production at 
plants. The second part is distribution, which covers movement of material that flows 
from the end plant to customers. These two parts can be called the two dimensions 
of logistics but a third dimension is added called reverse logistics. Reverse logistics 
deals with the handling, storage and movement of the material flow from end 
customer back to seller or supplier.4  
Many companies still make their decisions based only on the first two dimensions of 
logistics but today it is essential to include the costs related to the third dimension.5  
 
Costs generated by a reverse flow is the following6 
 

- Administration 
- Holding cost and stock  
- Replacement and scrapping 
- Waste 
- Return transports 
- Sorting and inspection  
- Reparation and cleaning 

 
There are some important choices to make when creating a set-up for reverse 
logistics. The most important choices are7 
 

- Choice of recovery option 
- Choice of channel 
- Choice of participant 

 
The three most important choices for the reverse logistics and the different options 
for the choices are shown in figure 2. 
 

                                                        
1 Persson, G. Vimm, H. Logistik för konkurrenskraft. p318. 
2 Waters, D. Global logistic and distribution planning strategies for management. pp. 
3 Persson, G. Vimm, H. Logistik för konkurrenskraft. p317. 
4 Kasilingam, R. Logistics and transportation planning: Design and planning. p245. 
5 Kasilingam, R. Logistics and transportation planning: Design and planning. p246. 
6 Lumsden, K. Logistikens grunder. pp447-448. 
7 Persson G. Vimm, H. Logistik för konkurrenskraft. p327.  
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Figure 2: Choices to consider when creating a set-up for reverse logistics1 

 

                                                        
1Persson G. Vimm, H. Logistik för konkurrenskraft. p327 
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3.2.1 Choice of recovery option 
Recovery options are options for in which way the used product will be returned into 
the supply chain. Figure 3 represents a supply-chain complete with reverse logistics. 
The green arrows show the different options for returning the used product into the 
supply-chain and where in the supply chain the used product is returned with the 
different options. 
 

 
Figure 3 Integrated supply chain 1 

 
The different recovery options are2 
 

- Repair - The purpose of repairing a product is to return it into its original 
state but the quality is generally lower than that of a new product. 

- Refurbishing - The purpose of refurbishing is to return a product a 
certain quality. This quality is lower than that of a new product. 

- Remanufacturing - The purpose of remanufacturing is to bring used 
products up to quality standards that are close to that of a new product. 

- Cannibalization - The purpose of cannibalization is to only reuse parts 
of the used product to repair, refurbish or remanufacture other products. 
The quality of the parts depends on which process they will be reused 
for. 

                                                        
1 Thierry, M. Salomon, M. Nunen, J-V. Wassenhove, L-V. Strategic Issues in Product Recovery Management. 
p118. 
2 Thierry, M. Salomon, M. Nunen, J-V. Wassenhove, L-V. Strategic Issues in Product Recovery Management. 
pp118-120. 
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- Recycling - The purpose of recycling is, unlike the other options, to 
reuse the material of the product.  

3.2.2 Choice of channel 
A channel in which the used product will be returned has to be chosen when 
implementing reverse logistics. The options are1 
 

- Traditional channel - To use the same participants as in the system 
used for distribution.  

- New channel - To involve new participants for the return system. 
 
When choosing channel it is also important to choose which system to use. The two 
options are2 
 

- Closed system - In a closed system the material from the used product 
is used for production of the same kind of product. This kind of system 
is common for high price products such as computers and copiers.  

- Open system - In an open system the material from the used product is 
used for other products than what it was used for originally. 

 

3.2.3 Choice of participant 
 
The most common choice for the reverse logistics is to use a third part, external 
company, for reasons like lack of knowledge within the own company and the 
possibility to reduce costs. Using a third part has same risks and benefits as 
outsourcing.3 Other options are to handle it within the company, use a public option 
administrated by for example the municipality or to let the consumer handle it 
motivated by reward. To handle it within the company is an option that is growing with 
the awareness of the possibilities to make a profit on the reverse logistics 

3.3 Outsourcing 
The definition of outsourcing is: 
 
�The concept of taking internal company functions and paying an outside firm 
to handle them. Outsourcing is done to save money, improve quality, or free 
company resources for other activities.� 4 
 
The focus on outsourcing has grown as customers� growing demands have made 
state of the art technology necessary for a company to make a profit. This has 
created a situation where internal investments last shorter and shorter time periods 
and where companies have to focus on certain fields to afford the rapid 
advancement. Growing demand and faster development of new technologies also 
affect the expertise in the company, which has to be focused on certain fields to 

                                                        
1 Persson G. Vimm, H. Logistik för konkurrenskraft. pp329-330. 
2 Persson G. Vimm, H. Logistik för konkurrenskraft. p331. 
3 Persson G. Vimm, H. Logistik för konkurrenskraft. p331. 
4 BPO � Business Process Outsourcing 
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sustain its level. Outsourcing is an activity that comes with both benefits and risks 
and it is important to consider outsourcing of activities carefully.1 
 

3.3.1 Benefits 
The benefits of outsourcing are the following2. 
 
- Economics of scale - aggregation of orders from many different buyers allows 

suppliers to take advantage of economics of scale both in purchasing and 
manufacturing. 

- Risk pooling - outsourcing allows the buyers to transfer demand to the company 
taking over the process. Aggregated demand from several buyers reduces 
uncertainty and the processes can be made more efficient. This can lead to 
reduced process cost and in the end reduced cost for buyers. 

- Reduce the capital investment - the company taking over the process makes the 
investments. 

- Focus on competence � the company can concentrate on its core strength when 
outsourcing less important activities. 

3.3.2 Risks 
There are also certain risks involved with outsourcing1 
 

- Conflicting objectives - a key objective for the buyer is to attain flexibility while the 
supplier wants a firm and stable commitment from buyer. 

- Loss of competitive knowledge � outsourcing an activity will decrease the 
competence within the area of that activity. 

- Reduced insight - outsourcing lowers the control over the specific process. 
 

3.4 The unit load 
The definition of a unit load is as follows: 
 
�If possible several goods units should be put together to one transport unit, 
load carrier, adapted to occurring means of transport and handling equipment. 
The transport unit should be created as early as possible in the material flow, 
preferably at the supplier and be broken as late as possible, preferably at the 
customers.� 1 
 
The load carrier must fulfil some functions to support and enable the principle of the 
unit load. The load carrier is supposed to hold the goods together, be baring and 
protect the goods. To fulfil the functions of a unit load the unit must fulfil the following 
physical requirements3: 
 

- Size - The unit load should have as large volume as possible to create 
efficiency, but not be so large that it creates handling problems because 
of heavy weight. 

                                                        
1 Corbett, M.F. The outsourcing revolution � Why it makes sense and how to do it right. p7. 
2 Simchi-Levi, D. Kaminsky, P. Simchi-Levi, E. Managing the supply chain: the definitive guide for the business 
professional. pp142-144. 
3 Lumsden, K. Logistiken grunder. p452. 
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- Time - The unit load should be created as soon as possible in the 
material flow and be broken as late as possible, at the area where it is 
to be used is preferable. This often affects the size of the unit load 
because the area of consumption may lack storage space. 

- Shape � The unit load must be form stable to be able to be mixed with 
unit loads of completely different goods regarding weight. 

- Handling � The load carrier must be possible to be handled with all 
equipment used in the material flow and at all places for handling. 
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4 IKEAs handling of loading ledges in the return flow 
 

4.1 What is a loading ledge? 
The handling material most used today is the wooden pallet (see Fig 4). Within IKEA 
three different variants are used; EUR-, IKEA- and half-pallets. What differs between 
the different versions is the length of them. IKEA is currently trying to find better 
alternatives.1 
  
 

 
Figure 4: The wooden pallet, EUR-pallet 

 
The goal is to find a handling material without the negative qualities of the wooden 
pallet which are1  
 

- The return system for the wooden pallet is expensive because of its 
volume 

- The wooden pallet lowers the filling rate in transports because of its 
own volume 

- A damaged wooden pallet can damage the goods it is carrying with 
nails or wood spikes that are standing out. 

 
There exist alternatives for the wooden pallet. One alternative is a loading panel 
made out of cardboard. An advantage compared with a wooden pallet is that its 
volume is smaller and a higher filling rate is therefore possible. The loading panel is 
also produced with measurements adjusted to the goods it is to carry, which 
facilitates a higher fill rate. A negative aspect is that cardboard does not stand 
humidity as good as wood. This creates problem when unloading the goods and can 
cause damage from fork.1 
 

                                                        
1 The loading ledge, IKEA Material. 
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Another existing alternative is the loading ledge (see Fig 5). The loading ledges is a 
handling material made out of 100 % virgin pp-plastic and it has a fork entry height of 
45 mm1 and weight approximately 0.4 kg per ledge2.  
 

 
Figure 5: Loading ledge 

 
The purpose of the loading ledge is not to fully replace the wooden pallet. The 
loading ledge is a one-way handling material and is to be used for transports from 
suppliers with a long distance and even flow and for transports from suppliers with a 
short distance and uneven flow. See field marked �One-way� in figure 6. 
 

 
Figure 6: Types of transports considering transport distance and flow balance 

 

                                                        
1 The loading ledge, IKEA Material. 
2 Loading ledges � Return flow, IKEA Material 
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Just like the wooden pallet and the loading pallet the loading ledge has its 
advantages and disadvantages. Some of the advantages of the loading ledge are1 
 

- It is made out of 100 % recyclable pp-plastic 
- The size of the loading ledge is independent of the size of the goods 

Only one size is therefore required  
- It has a low production price 
- It is stackable when distributed and returned in a return system 
- It is not affected by humidity 
- It is low priced and easy to produce 
- No border restrictions such as the wooden pallet has 
- The loading ledge enables the unit load to be built with respect to the 

goods 
 
Some of the negative aspects are2 
 

- Not suited for all goods 
- Needs to be placed on wooden pallet before they can be put into IKEAs 

racking system  
- The stability of the loading ledge can be less than desired when used 

for some goods 
- When using the loading ledge extensive strapping and plastic wrapping 

is needed 
- Sensitive for exposure of direct sunlight 

                                                        
1 The loading ledge, IKEA Material. 
2 Andersson, R. Technical Developer Handling Material, IKEA 050608 
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4.2 Set-up of today 
Today the used loading ledges are sold to a Swedish recycling company and to a 
German supplier(see Fig 7). 
 

 
Figure 7: Set-up of today 

 
In the set-up of today the loading ledges are stacked at a retailer and then sent to the 
distribution centres, DCs, in the same region. At the DC the loading ledges are stored 
until a full truckload is reached and then the loading ledges are transported to the 
Swedish recycling company and to the German supplier where they are sold.  
 
The set-up generates the following costs: 
 

- At retailer: 
o Stacking cost 
o Loading cost 

- At DC 
o Unloading/Loading cost 
o Stacking cost 

- At recycling company/supplier 
o Unloading cost 

- Transport costs 
o Retailer � DC 
o DC � Supplier 
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4.3 Reverse logistics for new set-up 
For the return flow of the loading ledge, a new reverse flow has to be created and the 
choices in chapter 3.2.1 have to be considered. Below the choices are presented 
together with explanations to why these choices are made.  
 

4.3.1 Choice of recovery option 
The loading ledge is a one-part product and when used the quality can not be 
guaranteed for direct reuse since the stability of the material can not be guaranteed. 
The construction of the loading ledge does not allow repairing, refurbishing or 
remanufacturing and since it is a one-part product cannibalisation is impossible. 
Hence the only option available is recycling. 
 

4.3.2 Choice of channel 
Since the choice for recovery is recycling a recycling company must be involved 
which makes the choice a new channel for the set-up. 
 
The goal is to use the recycled material in a new product, which means that an open 
system is chosen. The loading ledge must be produced with 100 % virgin material to 
secure the quality, which eliminates the choice of a closed system. 
 

4.3.3 Choice of participant  
IKEA have chosen to use a third part for recycling and maybe also for sorting. 
Transports will be administrated by IKEA. 
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4.4 Scenarios for recycling within IKEA 
For the return flow, three different scenarios are of interest (see Fig 8). The return 
flow from DC to retailer is the same for every scenario. The first choice in the return 
flow is whether to sort the loading ledges at the DC or not. The next step is recycling 
and since it will not be performed within IKEA the next stop is a recycling company or 
a supplier also performing the recycling process. If sorting has not been performed at 
DC it will be performed at recycling station or at a supplier performing recycling 
before the recycling process is performed. If the loading ledges are sent to a supplier 
performing the recycling process this is the end station and if the loading ledges are 
sent to a recycling station they will be sent on to a supplier. The possibility of a 
scenario using a participant only for sorting has not been selected since it would only 
imply extra handling costs for loading and unloading compared to the other 
scenarios. 
 

 
Figure 8: Possible scenarios for return flow 

 

4.4.1 Scenario 1 
 

 
Figure 9: Return flow Scenario 1 

 
In Scenario 1(see Fig 9) the loading ledges are stacked at the retailer and then sent 
from retailer to the DCs in the same region. At the DC the loading ledges are sorted 
and then stacked at pallets and stored until the amount of pallets for a full truckload is 
reached. The loading ledges are then sent to a recycling company in any of the 
following countries: Sweden, Germany, Poland, Czech Republic, Switzerland, Austria 
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or Italy. The loading ledges are recycled and the recycled material is stacked on the 
pallet in bags and transported to a supplier in Sweden, Italy or Poland.  
 
Sorting at the DC leads to a decreased number of transports between DC and 
recycling station or DC and supplier also performing the recycling process. The 
reduced volume is the 3 % of the loading ledges that are considered soiled and 
sorted out and because of the possibility of using a shredder that arises when sorting 
is performed at DC the volume can be reduce further for transports from DC. Sorting 
at DC also leads to negative effects. If shredder is not used a cost for stacking arises 
after sorting has been performed. Since sorting will only be done at DCs in Torsvik, 
Jarosty, Werne and Lyon it leads to transports between DCs containing the 3 % 
damaged loading ledges1. This also leads to extra loading and unloading cost for 
loading ledges transported between DCs. Advantages and drawbacks with Scenario 
1 are listed in table 1. 
 
The following costs are generated: 
 

- At retailer: 
o Stacking cost 
o Loading cost 

- At DC 
o Unloading/Loading cost 
o Sorting cost 
o Stacking cost 

- At recycling company 
o Unloading/Loading cost 
o Recycling cost 

- At supplier 
o Unloading cost 

- Transport costs 
o retailer � DC 
o DC � DC 
o DC � recycling station 
o recycling station - supplier 

 
 

+ - 
- Decreased number of transports between DC 
and recycling station and DC and supplier 

- Extra cost for stacking at DC 

- Extra cost for unloading and loading for loading 
ledges transported between DCs 

- Increased number of transports between DCs 
including 3 % soiled loading ledges 

Table 1: Advantages and drawbacks with Scenario 1 
 

                                                        
1 Andersson, R. Technical Developer Handling Material, IKEA 050215 
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4.4.2 Scenario 2 
 

 
Figure 10: Return flow Scenario 2 

 
 

In Scenario 2 (see Fig 10) the loading ledges are not sorted at the DC, instead they 
are sorted at the recycling station. The flow otherwise look the same as in Scenario 
1. The loading ledges are sent from retailer to DC and then stored until a full 
truckload is reached. The loading ledges are then transported to a recycling station in 
any of the following countries: Sweden, Germany, Poland, Czech Republic, 
Switzerland, Austria or Italy where they are sorted and the recycled. The recycled 
plastic is then transported to a supplier in Sweden, Italy or Poland. 
  
Sorting at a recycling station gives the possibility of sorting in Sweden, Germany, 
Poland, Switzerland, Austria, Czech republic and Italy. The extra stacking cost that 
arises when sorting at DC does not come with this scenario since the loading ledges 
are recycled directly after sorting has been performed. A negative effect is that 
transports between DC and Recycling station contains the 3% of the loading ledges 
that are consider soiled. These are not sorted out until at the recycling station. The 
possibility to lower transport costs using shredder at DC is also no longer available. 
This alternative leads to outsourcing which effects can be seen in Chapter 3.3. Since 
IKEA has not performed sorting of the loading ledges, losing competitive knowledge 
is not a risk in this case. Advantages and drawbacks with Scenario 2 are listed in 
table 2. 
 
 
The following costs are generated: 
 

- At retailer: 
o Stacking cost 
o Loading cost 

- At DC 
o Unloading/Loading cost 
o Stacking cost 

- At recycling company 
o Unloading/Loading cost 
o Sorting cost 
o Recycling cost 

- At supplier 
o Unloading cost 

- Transport costs 
o retailer � DC 
o DC � DC 
o DC � recycling station 
o recycling station - supplier 
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+ - 

- Opens up for the possibility to perform sorting 
to a lower cost 

- Increased number of transports between DC 
and recycling station because they contain soiled 
loading ledges 

- No stacking cost at DC - Not possible to use shredder at DC 
Table 2: Advantages and drawbacks with Scenario 2 

 

4.4.3 Scenario 3 
 

 
Figure 11: Return flow Scenario 3 

 
One less participant is used in Scenario 3 (see Fig 11) compared to Scenario 1 and 
2. The loading ledges are stacked at retailer and then sent to the DCs in the same 
region. At the DC the pallets are stored until full truckload is reached. The loading 
ledges are then transported to a supplier in Sweden, Italy or Poland also performing 
sorting and the recycling process. 
 
When sorting is done at supplier one transport less is used compared to Scenario 1 
and 2. This also leads to one loading and one unloading less. Sorting at supplier and 
recycling station combined leads to the 3 % damaged loading ledges are included in 
all transports. The possibility to use a shredder or the recycling process as a volume 
reducer for transport is also taken away. Since only one supplier is to be used for the 
set-up the number of recycling locations are strictly reduced. This alternative also 
leads to outsourcing with the risks and benefits that are listed in chapter 3.3 and as in 
Scenario 2  losing competitive knowledge is not a risk with the same argument. 
Advantages and drawbacks with Scenario 3 are listed in table 3. 
 
The following costs are generated: 
 

- At retailer: 
o Stacking cost 
o Loading cost 

- At DC 
o Unloading/Loading cost 
o Stacking cost 

- At recycling company and supplier combined 
o Unloading/Loading cost 
o Recycling cost 

- Transport costs 
o retailer � DC 
o DC � DC 
o DC � recycling station and supplier combined 
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+ - 

- One less transport - The 3% loading ledges that are soiled are 
included in transport between DC and supplier 

- Only loading and unloading at DC and 
Supplier 

- Not possible to use shredder at DC 

- Limited number of recycling locations 

Table 3: Advantages and drawbacks with Scenario 3 

4.5 Constraints for scenarios 
The following constraints apply for the scenarios. They are based on requests from 
IKEA and expert opinions and have been collected through interviews. 
 

- The recycling set-up will be made on an IKEA Europe level, only 
loading ledges in circulation in Europe will be included in the set-up.  

- Trailers used for all destinations will be the loading unit type T80L1. This 
is a trailer with the inside length of 13.6 metre, inside height of 2.42 
metre and inside width of 2.45 metre  

- The flow of loading ledges between Retailer and DC is predetermined: 
a retailer delivers loading ledges to all DCs within the same region.2 

- Recycling will not be done within IKEA.1 
- The range of loading ledges in circulation per year is 10 million pieces.1 
- Sorting of loading ledges can be done at the following DCs: DC in 

Torsvik, DC in Jarosty, DC in Werne and DC in Lyon. 1 
- Number of recycling stations will be 3 at most out of administrative 

reasons. 1 
- Number of supplier will be 1 at most out of administrative reasons. 1 
- Possible suppliers are Supplier in Sweden, Supplier in Poland and 

Supplier in Italy. 
 

4.6 Assumptions for scenarios 
 
The following assumptions apply for the scenarios. As for the constraints they are 
based on requests from IKEA and expert opinions and have been collected through 
interviews. 
 
- The flow between retailer and DC within the same region is assumed to be the 

total amount loading ledges sent from retailer multiplied by the DCs share of the 
total capacity of all DCs within the same region. 1 

- The salary is assumed to be the same for the whole country and for the following 
groups of countries: 
! Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Finland. 
! Germany, Austria and Switzerland.1 

- The number of loading ledges sent from DC is assumed to be the total number of 
loading ledges in circulation multiplied by the retailer�s share of the total volume 
of all retailers combined. 1 

                                                        
1 Andersson, R. Technical Developer Handling Material, IKEA 050215-050602 
2 Ivarsson, U. DC logistics, IKEA 050223 
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- A recycling station is possible to find within a 100 km radius anywhere in 
Sweden, Poland, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Czech Republic and Italy.1 

- The transport cost is the same within a 100 km radius anywhere in Europe.  
- Retailers missing figures for sales volume per year is assumed to sell the same 

amount as retailers with equal store area. 2 
- The price for recycled pp-plastic is 65 % of the price for virgin pp-plastic. 1 

4.7 Stacking alternatives for the return flow 
The following four stacking alternatives for unit loads have been created to optimise 
the return flow of the loading ledge. The alternatives vary in size, handling time and 
fixed cost and from these aspects the optimal choice for the solution will be chosen.  

4.7.1 Stacked as today 
The method used today to stack loading ledges is to stack the loading ledges in the 
first layer with their back against the pallet. The other layers are stacked in the same 
way with their back to the layer below (see Fig 12) 
 

 
Figure 12: Stacked as today 

 
 
Out of stability reasons the maximum number of layers is three. This means that 
approximately 300 loading ledges fit on to a pallet, a total weight of approximately 
100 kg and measurements as seen in table 15, appendix A. 
 

4.7.1.1 Advantages 
The stacking alternative Stacked as today requires no tool to perform and therefore 
no fixed cost is generated. It is easy to understand, which makes it easy to implement 
because it requires no time for education. Since no tool is required it can take place 
anywhere in the DC and the method and place can easily be adjusted to changes in 
the DC. The stability is really good and its no problem to stack three pallets high in 
the transport. 

                                                        
1 Persson, A. Plastic Expert, IKEA 050322 
2 Andersson, R. Technical Developer Handling Material, IKEA 050406 
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4.7.1.2 Disadvantages 
The method, although easy to understand, is not as easy to perform. Each layer is in 
itself difficult to keep in place while stacking and as another layer is stacked on top 
the instability is large until strapped to the pallet. The method requires most time to 
perform out of the four methods suggested (see Table 18).  
 

4.7.2 Stacked as suggested 
This stacking alternative requires a tool to perform. It consists of three lanes in which 
the loading ledges are stacked and it is constrained to one place after being installed. 
The tool can be moved but requires holes to be drilled in the floor for fixation. The 
loading ledges are stacked leaning against each other back to back with a small 
angle to the pallet (see Fig 13).  
 
 

 

 

Figure 13: Stacked as suggested  
 
The unit load contains approximately 400 loading ledges and has a total weight of 
approximately 160 kg and measurements according to table 18, appendix A. 
 

4.7.2.1 Advantages 
The method is easy to perform and takes little time. 
 

4.7.2.2 Disadvantages 
Because the method requires a tool to be performed, a fixed cost comes with using 
this method. The method is also constrained to the area where the tool is located 
since it is fixated to the floor.  
 

4.7.3 Shredder 
This alternative is to put a shredder at the DCs, where it is profitable. The loading 
ledges are after the shredder process transported in bags stacked on a pallet. The 
bags contain 25 kg, and one unit load contains 55 bags equalling approximately 3440 
loading ledges.  
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4.7.3.1 Advantages 
The handling involved in the shredder alternative is very easy. The shredder will be 
running constantly at the DC and the handling performed by the worker is to throw 
the loading ledges into the shredder, which shreds the loading ledges and transport 
the material in to a bag. Then, when full, the worker place the bag on a pallet and 
replace it with a new bag. The filling rate in the transports when using a shredder is 
superior to the other alternatives. 
 

4.7.3.2 Disadvantages 
The shredder requires the biggest investment. It is big and heavy and will take up 
space at the DC and it is more difficult to move than the other alternatives. 

4.7.4 Unstacked 
Unstacked means that the loading ledges are put on a pallet without being stacked 
(see Fig 14). This is easy from a handling point of view but the fill rate is bad. A pallet 
can contain approximately 200 loading ledges and a T80L can contain 68 pallets of 
unstacked loading ledges. 
 
 

 
Figure 14: Unstacked 

 

4.7.4.1 Advantages 
This method is easy to perform and the handling time is short. The method requires 
no investment and can be done anywhere at the DC. 
 

4.7.4.2 Disadvantages 
The filling rate is bad and it requires pallet collars to be built and form stable. 
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5 The model 
 
The optimisation problem for this project is a hybrid between a facility location 
problem and a transport problem. The general structure is: 
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Figure 15: General structure for location and transport problem combined 

 
where is expresses the supply capacity of facility i and jd expresses the demand at 
facility j. 
 

 
Figure 16: Possible flows of the loading ledge 
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In the model created for this project the binary variable used for facility location, in the 
example described with iy , is used to express which supplier to use and where to 
locate recycling of the loading ledges. The facilities in this problem do not have any 
capacity limitations, therefore the limit expressed with is in the example is replaced 
with parameters with extremely large values not to limit the flow.  
 
The flow in this problem is the transports described with flow variables for transport 
between the 139 retailers, 18 DCs, 29 possible locations for recycling and 3 possible 
suppliers with the chosen stacking alternative. The demand described with the 
parameter jd in the example is the number of loading ledges transported to the 
different facilities. 
 
For location of the Recycling station Sweden, Germany, Poland, Switzerland, Austria, 
Czech Republic and Italy are divided into 29 possible locations with a 100 km radius 
each. This is based on the assumption that a recycling station can be found within 
this radius anywhere the possible countries and that the transport cost is the same 
within this radius.  
 

5.1 Parameters 
The parameters used in the model have been attained through literature studies and 
interviews with IKEA workers within the specific area. The parameters are used for 
describing the objective function, total cost, except for the parameter flow, which is 
used to define the predetermined flow between the retailers and the DCs. The 
following parameters are used in the model (names of the parameters are arbitrary 
names chosen by the author): 
 
Flow - this is the predetermined flow between retailer and the DCs in the same 
distribution area. The values of flow are sorted in a matrix with the dimensions 
139x18 (139 retailers and 18 DCs). The unit is m3/year. 
 
Transp1 � This parameter contains the transport cost for one T80L between the 
retailers and DC in the same region. The values of transp1 are sorted in a matrix with 
the dimensions 18x18 (18 DCs and 18 DCs). The unit is �/transport. 
 
Transp2 - This parameter contains the transport cost for one T80L between the two 
DCs. The values of transp2 are sorted in a matrix with the dimensions 18x18 (18 DCs 
and 18 DCs). The unit is �/transport. 
 
Transp3 - This parameter contains the transport cost for one T80L between DC and 
Recycling station. The valuesof transp3 are sorted in a matrix with the dimensions 
18x29 (18 DCs and 29 locations for recycling). The unit is �/transport. 
 
Transp4 - This parameter contains the transport cost for one T80L between 
Recycling station and Supplier. The values of transp4 are sorted in a matrix with the 
dimensions 29x3 (29 locations for recycling and 3 suppliers). The unit is �/transport. 
 
Shreddercost - This parameter expresses the fixed cost for one shredder unit. The 
unit is �/shredder unit. 
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Shreddertime - This parameter expresses the handling time for the shredder. The 
unit is h/loading ledge. 
 
Palletsshredder - This parameter expresses the number pallets needed for one 
loading ledge. It is calculated by dividing 1 by number of loading ledges per pallet 
when stacking alternative Shredded is used. The unit is Pallets/LL. 
 
 
Palletsrecycl - This parameter expresses the number pallets needed for one loading 
ledge. It is calculated by dividing 1 by number of loading ledges per pallet when the 
loading ledges have been recycled. The unit is Pallets/LL. 
 
Transpcapshredder - This parameter expresses the number of T80L needed to 
transport one loading ledge. It is calculated by dividing 1 by number of loading ledges 
per T80L when stacking alternative Shredder is used. The unit is T80L/LL. 
 
Trasnpcaprecycl - This parameter expresses the number of T80L needed to transport 
one loading ledge. It is calculated by dividing 1 by number of loading ledges per T80L 
when the loading ledge has been recycled. The unit is T80L/LL. 
 
Recyclingprice - This parameter expresses the price of the recycling process per 
loading ledge. The unit is �. 
 
Stackingtime � This parameter expresses the stacking time for the chosen stacking 
alternative. The values of stackingtime are sorted in a vector with the dimensions 1x3 
(three stacking alternatives). The unit is h/LL. 
 
Salaryretailer � This parameter expresses the salary at each retailer. The values of 
salaryretailer are sorted in a vector with the dimensions 139x1 (139 retailers). The 
unit is �/h. 
 
Stackingcost � This parameter expresses the fixed cost for each stacking alternative. 
The values of stackingcost are sorted in a vector with the dimensions 1x3 (three 
stacking alternatives). The unit is �/LL. 
 
Pallets � This parameter expresses number of pallets needed per loading ledge for 
each stacking alternative when building a unit load. It is calculated by dividing 1 by 
the number of loading ledges per pallet for chosen stacking alternative. The values of 
pallets are sorted in a vector with the dimensions 1x3 (three stacking alternatives). 
The unit is Pallets/LL. 
 
Transpcap - This parameter express the number of T80L needed to transport one 
loading ledge with each stacking alternative. It is calculated by dividing 1 by number 
of loading ledges per T80L for chosen stacking alternative. The unit is T80L/LL. 
 
Salarydc - This parameter expresses the blue-collar salary at each DC. The values of 
salarydc are sorted in a vector with the dimensions 18x1 (18 DCs). The unit is �/h.  
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Salaryrecycl - This parameter expresses the salary at each Recycling station. The 
values of salaryrecycl are sorted in a vector with the dimensions 29x1 (29 recycling 
locations). The unit is �/h.  
 
Salarysupplier - This parameter expresses the salary at each supplier. The values 
are sorted in a vector with the dimensions 3x1 (three suppliers). The unit is �/h.  

5.2 Input 
The input to the models is the number of pallets in circulation. In the model this is the 
variable describing the predetermined flow between the retailers and the DCs. 
  

5.3 Output 
The different set-ups generate different output. The output is used for evaluating the 
different set-up suggestions and to describe the structure of the set-up suggestions. 
Below is the output for the different scenarios listed. 
 

5.3.1 Solution of today 
In the solution used today costs are generated at retailer, DC and supplier and an 
income is generated at the supplier. The following costs and incomes are generated 
 

- At retailer: 
o Stacking cost 
o Loading cost 

- At DC 
o Unloading/Loading cost 
o Stacking cost 

- At supplier 
o Unloading cost 

- Transport costs 
o Retailer � DC 
o DC � Supplier 

- Income 

5.3.2 Scenario 1 
In Scenario 1an extra cost is generated at the DC, the recycling station is new and 
new transports are generated between DCs, between DC and recycling station and 
between recycling station and supplier. New output is location of recycling station, 
supplier and for flow from retailer to DC, between DCs, DC to recycling station and 
between recycling station and supplier. The following output is generated 
 

- At retailer: 
o Stacking cost 
o Loading cost 

- At DC 
o Unloading/Loading cost 
o Sorting cost 
o Stacking cost 

- At Recycling company 
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o Unloading/Loading cost 
o Recycling cost 

- At Supplier 
o Unloading cost 

- Transport costs 
o Retailer � DC 
o DC � DC 
o DC � Recycling station 
o Recycling station � Supplier 

- Location for recycling 
- Flow from DC to Recycling station 
- Which supplier to use 
- Flow from Recycling station to Supplier 

 

5.3.3 Scenario 2 
In Scenario 2 the sorting cost is moved from DC to recycling station and there is no 
transport cost for transport between DCs. The output generated is 
  

- At retailer: 
o Stacking cost 
o Loading cost 

- At DC 
o Unloading/Loading cost 
o Stacking cost 

- At Recycling company 
o Unloading/Loading cost 
o Sorting cost 
o Recycling cost 

- At Supplier 
o Unloading cost 

- Transport costs 
o Retailer � DC 
o DC � Recycling station 
o Recycling station � Supplier 

- Location for recycling 
- Flow from DC to Recycling station  
- Which supplier to use 
- Flow from Recycling station to Supplier  

 

5.3.4 Flow Recycling Company � Supplier 
One less unloading cost is generated in Scenario 3, the only location generated is for 
the supplier and the only flow is between DC and supplier. The following output is 
generated 
 

- At retailer: 
o Stacking cost 
o Loading cost 

- At DC 
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o Unloading/Loading cost 
o Stacking cost 

- At Recycling company and Supplier combined 
o Unloading/Loading cost 
o Recycling cost 

- Transport costs 
o Retailer � DC 
o DC � DC 
o DC � Recycling station and supplier combined 

- Which supplier to use 
- Flow from DC to Recycling company and supplier combined 
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5.4 Variables 

5.4.1 Scenario 1 

 
Figure 17: Flow chart for scenario 1 

 
 
In scenario 1 (see Fig 17) the first transport is between the retailer and DC. In the 
model this transport is described with the variable 
 

..4...1,18...1,139...1,0 LLofnumberisunitThekjivijk ===≥  
 
Where i is the retailer, j is the DC and k is the chosen stacking alternative. Indicating 
the chosen stacking alternative is the binary variable: 
 

 


 =

otherwise
kstackedisLLwheretransportallforusediskealternativstackingif

xk ,0
4...1,,1

:  

 
At the DC the loading ledges are sent to specific DCs for sorting. The transport 
between DCs is described with the variable 
 

4...1,18...1,18...1.,0 ===≥ kljkp jlk  
   
j is the DC from which the loading ledges are sent, l is the DC to which the loading 
ledges are sent and k is the chosen stacking alternative. When sorted the loading 
ledges can be shredded at the DC. The flow to the shredder is described with the 
variable 
 

18...1,0 =≥ jqi  

 
j is the DC where the loading ledges are sent to shredder. Used to indicate if 
shredder is used is the binary variable  
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 =

otherwise
jjDCatusedisshredderif

yi ,0
18...1,,1

:  

 
 
The loading ledges are after being shredded sent to recycling station. The flow is 
described with the variable 
 

29...1,18...1,0 ==≥ rjo jr  
 
 r is the recycling station to which the loading ledges are sent. 
 
Instead of being shredded the loading ledges can also be sent directly to recycling 
station after being sorted. The flow from DC to recycling station is described with the 
variable 
 

4...1,29...1,18...1,0 ===≥ krju jrk  
 
j is the DC from which the loading ledges are sent, r i s the recycling station and k is 
the chosen stacking alternative. When the loading ledges have been recycled they 
are sent to supplier described with the variable  
 

3...1,29...1,0 ==≥ lrwrk  
 
 
Used to indicate which recycling station is used is the variable 
 



 =

otherwise
rusedisrlocationrecyclingif

tr ,0
29...1,,1

:  

 
Indicating which supplier to use is the variable 
 



 =

otherwise
lusedislplierif

sl ,0
3...1,sup,1

:  

 

5.4.2 Scenario 2 
 

 
Figure 18: Flow chart for scenario 2 
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As in Scenario 1 the first transport in Scenario 2 (see Fig 18) is between the retailer 
and DC, described with the variable 
 

..4...1,18...1,139...1,0 LLofnumberisunitThekjivijk ===≥  
 
and chosen stacking alternaitve is indicated with the binary variable k. 
 



 =

otherwise
kstackedisLLwheretransportallforusediskealternativstackingif

xk ,0
4...1,,1

:  

 
From the DC the loading ledges are sent unsorted to recycling station. The flow is 
described with the variable  
 

4...1,29...1,18...1,0 ===≥ krju jrk  
 
When the loading ledges have been sorted and recycled at the recycling station they 
are sent to supplier. The variable describing this flow is 
 

3...1,29...1,0 ==≥ lrwrk  
 
The variable 
 



 =

otherwise
lusedislplierif

sl ,0
3...1,sup,1

:  

 
describes whether or not supplier l is used and 
 
 



 =

otherwise
rusedisrlocationrecyclingif

tr ,0
29...1,,1

:  

 
describes whether or not recycling location r is used. 
 

5.4.3 Scenario 3 
 

 
Figure 19: Flow chart for scenario 3 
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As in previous scenarios, Scenario 3 (see Fig 19) begins with the flow between the 
reatiler i and DC j. The flow is described with the variable 
 

..4...1,18...1,139...1,0 LLofnumberisunitThekjivijk ===≥  
 
where k  is the chosen stacking alternative. 
 



 =

otherwise
kstackedisLLwheretransportallforusediskealternativstackingif

xk ,0
4...1,,1

:  

 
indicates the chosen stacking alternative. From DC i the loading ledges are sent 
directly to supplier l.  
 

.3...1,18...1,0 ==≥ ljwjl  
 
describes the flow. As in Scenario 1 and 2 
 



 =

otherwise
lusedislplierif

sl ,0
3...1,sup,1

:  

 
describes whether or not supplier l is used and 
 
 



 =

otherwise
rusedisrlocationrecyclingif

tr ,0
29...1,,1

:  

 
describes whether or not recycling location r is used. 
 

5.5 Constraints 
Besides the constraints in the limitations the following constraints are used to 
describe the different scenarios. 

5.5.1 Scenario 1 
In Scenario 1 there are three extra constraints 
 

- For transport between retailer and DC the same stacking alternative 
must be used for all transports 

- If the stacking alternative is used at a DC, all loading ledges at the 
DC must be shredded 

- If a DC send loading ledges to another DC all loading ledges must be 
sent to the same DC 
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5.5.2 Scenario 2 
Scenario 2 only has two extra constraints 
 

- For transport between retailer and DC the same stacking alternative 
must be used for all transports 

- If a DC send loading ledges to another DC all loading ledges must be 
sent to the same DC 

 

5.5.3 Scenario 3 
Scenario 3 has the same extra constraints as scenario 2 
 

- For transport between retailer and DC the same stacking alternative 
must be used for all transports 

- If a DC send loading ledges to another DC all loading ledges must be 
sent to the same DC 

 
 

5.6 Objective function 
The objective function is the total cost of the set-up and the goal is to minimise. For 
the different costs for the different scenarios see Chapter 5.3.2-5.3.4. 
 
For flows, objective function, constraints and limitations expressed mathematically 
see Appendix B and C. 
 

5.7 Criteria for model 
Below is a list of all criteria a model have to fulfil and how the models in this project 
where tested and with what result. 
 

- Systematism � as the models were built the result was closely 
examined and together with experts the probability of the structure 
and cost was questioned and considered probable.  

- Efficiency � the models are very easy and time efficient to use so the 
efficiency is considered enough. 

- Validity 
! Theoretical validity � included variables and parameters are 

chosen from expert opinions and requests from IKEA and are 
expressed in only possible way. 

! Validity of conception � see chapter 5. 
! Empirical validity � the probability of the result of the models 

was questioned together with experts and considered probable. 
- Terms of the model must be given � See chapter 1.4, 1.5, 4.5 and 

4.6. 
- Must work under other conditions than the ones examined - The 

models can be run for set-ups with other limitations than the ones 
examined in this thesis. 
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6 Figures for set-up of Today 
To include the set-up of today within the possible set-ups we need to find the costs 
and the income generated by the set-up so the figures can be used compared to the 
figures for the set-up suggestions generated by the models. 
 
For the new set-up to work in the best possible way, the control over the return 
system must get better. As of today the amount of the distributed loading ledges that 
are returned in the return flow is not satisfactory since the goal is 100 %. Therefore 
the figures for the set-up of today and the suggested set-ups found using the 
optimisation model are calculated with 100 % of the loading ledges in the return flow. 
 
The figures are calculated using the optimisation model modified to describe the set-
up of today. In this model all the loading ledges in Germany are transported to the 
German supplier and all the loading ledges in the rest of Europe are transported to 
Swedish company. Recycling cost is excluded from the model since the loading 
ledges are sold unprocessed.  
 
In table 4 the flow from the DCs to the suppliers is shown. 
 
Location Country Supplier + Recycling
Bönen DE German supplier 
Erfurth DE " 
Salzgitter DE " 
Werne DE " 
Itingen CH Swedish company 
Wels AT " 
Torsvik SE " 
Älmhult SE " 
Oosterhout NL " 
Winterslag BE " 
Doncaster GB " 
Peterborough GB " 
Thrapston GB " 
Lyon FR " 
Metz FR " 
Valls ES " 
Piacenza IT " 
Jarosty PL " 
Table 4: Flow from DC to supplier set-up of today 
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The set-up generates a total cost of 213 units and an income of 336 units. In Table 5 
the income and the different parts of the total cost is listed. 
 

  cost/year
Total income:  336

  
Tranport cost: 156
Handling cost:  

 DC: 9
 Retailer: 30

Supplier: 15
Fixed costs: 1
Other handling costs: 0
Total cost:  213
Profit:  123
Table 5: Figures for set-up of today 
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7 Experiment plan 
Before performing experiments with the models, an experiment plan was created 
following the suggestions from chapter 2.4.1. 
 
1. Dependent variables - number of recycling stations, transport costs, salaries, fixed 

costs, stacking time and filling rate for stacking alternatives. 
Dependent variables - see chapter 5.3.2-5.3.4. 

2. Input - see chapter 5.2. 
3. Except for changing number of recycling stations everything else is kept constant. 
4. Relevant factor is number of recycling stations. 
5. Only one factor is chosen and simultaneous changes are therefor impossible. 
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8 Suggested set-ups 

8.1 Suggested set-ups for recycling within IKEA 
To reach the goal of 100 % of the loading ledges returned in the return flow it is 
important to keep the number of external participants to a minimum. The set-ups 
were chosen to create a full range of number of external participants. For scenario 3 
only one external participant can be used and this is the only scenario where it is 
possible to use only one external participant. Scenario 1 can have three or four 
external participants where the two different set-ups consist of two recycling stations 
and one supplier and three recycling stations and one supplier. Scenario 2 has the 
same possibilities. 

8.1.1 One external participant scenario 3 
The only possibility for scenario 3 is to use only one external participant. In this set-
up all loading ledges are sent to a Polish supplier. The only possible development for 
this set-up is to add new suppliers as the control over the return flow grows.  
 

 
Figure 20: Scenario 3 with one external participant 
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The flow  from the DCs to the supplier is explained in table 6. 
 
Location Country Supplier + Recycling
Oosterhout NL Polish supplier 
Winterslag BE " 
Doncaster GB " 
Peterborough GB " 
Thrapston GB " 
Lyon FR " 
Metz FR " 
Valls ES " 
Bönen DE " 
Erfurth DE " 
Salzgitter DE " 
Werne DE " 
Itingen CH " 
Wels AT " 
Torsvik SE " 
Älmhult SE " 
Piacenza IT " 
Jarosty PL " 
Table 6: Flow from DC to supplier for scenario 3 
with 1 external participant 
 
Table 7 shows the different costs and the income generated by the set-up. 
 

  units/year
Total income:  1380

  
Transport cost: 249
Handling cost:  

 DC: 12
 Retailer: 41

Recycling cost: 214
Fixed costs: 1
Other handling costs: 3
Total cost:  520
Profit:  860
Table 7: Figures for scenario 3 with one 
external participant 
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8.1.2 Three external participants using scenario 1 
In this scenario sorting is performed at DC Torsvik, Werne, Lyon and in Jarosty. Two 
Recycling stations are used, one in Sweden and one in Poland and after recycling 
the loading ledges are sent to a polish supplier for sale. 
 

 
Figure 21: Scenario 1 with 3 external participants 

 
 
Table 8 shows the between which DCs the loading ledges are sent to be sorted and 
flow from these DCs to recycling stations and on to supplier. 
 
Location Country Sorting Recycling Supplier 
Oosterhout NL Werne Poland Polish supplier 
Winterslag BE � � " 
Doncaster GB � � " 
Peterborough GB � � " 
Thrapston GB � � " 
Metz FR � � " 
Bönen DE � � " 
Erfurth DE � � " 
Salzgitter DE � � " 
Wels AT � � " 
Valls ES Lyon � " 
Itingen CH � � " 
Piacenza IT � � " 
Älmhult SE Jarosty � " 
Torsvik SE Torsvik Sweden " 
Table 8: Flow from DC to supplier for scenario 1 with three external participants 
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The costs and income generated by the set-up are shown in table 9. 
 

  %/year
Total income:  1380

  
Transport cost: 172
Handling cost:  

 DC: 21
 Retailer: 42

Recycling cost: 214
Fixed costs: 18
Other handling costs: 1
Total cost:  467
Profit:  913
Table 9: Figures for scenario 1 with three 
external participants 
 
 

8.1.3 Three external participants using scenario 2 
In this scenario the loading ledges are sent to Germany and Poland for recycling. The 
loading ledges are then sent to Polish supplier for sale. 
 

 
Figure 22: Scenario 2 with three external participants 
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DCs sending loading ledges to supplier in Poland for recycling are located in 
Sweden, Italy and Poland. The rest of the DCs send loading ledges to Germany. The 
flow is explained in table 10.  
 
Location Country Recycling Supplier 
Oosterhout NL Germany Polish supplier 
Winterslag BE � " 
Doncaster GB � " 
Peterborough GB � " 
Thrapston GB � " 
Lyon FR � " 
Metz FR � " 
Valls ES � " 
Bönen DE � " 
Erfurth DE � " 
Salzgitter DE � " 
Werne DE � " 
Itingen CH � " 
Wels AT � " 
Torsvik SE Poland " 
Älmhult SE � " 
Piacenza IT � " 
Jarosty PL � " 
Table 10: Flow from DC to supplier for scenario 2 with three external 
participants 
 
This set-up generates 917 units in profit. Costs and income are shown in table 11. 
 
 

  units/year
Total income:  1380

  
Transport cost: 188
Handling cost:  

 DC: 6
 Retailer: 42

Recycling station: 13
Recycling cost: 214
Fixed costs: 0
Other handling costs: 0
Total cost:  463
Profit:  917
Table 11: Figures for scenario 2 with three 
external participants 
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8.1.4 Four external participants using scenario 1 
In this set-up sorting is performed at DC in Torsvik, DC in Werne, DC in Lyon and DC 
in Jarosty. The loading ledges are recycled at three locations in Sweden, Germany 
and in Poland. The loading ledges are then sold to Polish supplier (see Fig 23). 
 

 
Figure 23: Scenario 1 with four external participants 

 
 
Flow from DC to DC and on to recycling station and supplier is shown in table 12. 
 
Location Country DC Recycling Supplier 
Oosterhout NL Werne Germany Polish supplier 
Winterslag BE �  " 
Doncaster GB �  " 
Peterborough GB �  " 
Thrapston GB �  " 
Metz FR �  " 
Bönen DE �  " 
Erfurth DE �  " 
Salzgitter DE �  " 
Werne DE �  " 
Wels AT �  " 
Valls ES Lyon Poland " 
Itingen CH � � " 
Piacenza IT � � " 
Älmhult SE Jarosty � " 
Torsvik SE Torsvik Sweden " 
Table 12: Flow from DC to supplier for scenario 1 with four external participants 
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As shown in table 13 an income of 1380 units and a total cost of 464 units generated 
by the set-up gives a 742 units profit. 
 

  units/year
Total income:  1380

  
Transport cost: 174
Handling cost:  

 DC: 22
 Retailer: 42

Recycling station: 3
Recycling cost: 213
Fixed costs: 10
Other handling costs: 0
Total cost:  464
Profit:  742
Table 13: Figures for scenario 1 with four 
external participants 
 

8.1.5 Four external participants using scenario 2 
In this set-up the loading ledges are recycled at three locations in Germany, Poland 
and in Switzerland. The loading ledges are then sold to Polish supplier (see Fig 24). 
 

 
Figure 24: Scenario 2 with four external participants 
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The flow for this set-up is shown in table 14. 
 
Location Country Recycling Supplier 
Oosterhout NL Germany Polish supplier 
Winterslag BE � " 
Doncaster GB � " 
Peterborough GB � " 
Thrapston GB � " 
Metz FR � " 
Bönen DE � " 
Erfurth DE � " 
Salzgitter DE � " 
Werne DE � " 
Wels AT � " 
Lyon FR Switzerland " 
Valls ES � " 
Itingen CH � " 
Piacenza IT � " 
Torsvik SE Poland " 
Älmhult SE � " 
Jarosty PL � " 
Table 14: Flow from DC to supplier for scenario 2 with four participants 
 
 
The set-up generates a 932 units profit. For the costs and income see table 15. 
 
 

  units/year
Total income:  1380

  
Transport cost: 173
Handling cost:  

 DC: 5
 Retailer: 42

Recycling station: 15
Recycling cost: 213
Fixed costs: 0
Other handling costs: 0
Total cost:  448
Profit:  932
Table 15: Figures for scenario 2 with four 
external participants 
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8.2 Set-up suggestions from external companies 
The following are set-ups suggestions suggested by external companies. The figures 
for the set-ups are calculated using the optimisation model modified to describe the 
suggested set-ups. 

8.2.1 New Set-up Proposal from external Swedish company 
 

 
Figure 25: Suggested set-up from external Swedish company 

 
 
The new set-up proposed by external Swedish company includes the following 
services 
 
- Transports between DC and the external company will be provided within three 

weeks from the date when a full truckload at DC has been reported. 
- Disposable pallets with a capacity of 225 LL/pallet are supplied. These will be left 

at each DC and used for transports between Retailer and DC and transports 
between DC and the external company. 
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The following tasks are expected from IKEA: 
 

- Handling: 
o Stacking at Retailer 
o Loading at Retailer 
o Unloading at DC 
o Loading at DC 

- Transport: 
o Retailer � DC 

- Administrative 
o Report to the external company when a full truckload is 

reached at a DC 
 
Costs, income and profit generated by the set-up: 
 

  units/year
Total income:  396

  
Transport cost: 78
Handling cost  

 DC: 12
 Retailer: 42

Recycling cost: 0
Fixed costs: 0
Other handling costs: 0
Total cost:  132
Profit:  264
Table 16: Figures for set-up proposal from the 
swedish external company 
 

8.2.1.1 Advantages  
The set-up is similar to the set-up in use today, even simpler.  

8.2.1.2 Disadvantages 
The profit generated by the set-up is smaller than the profit generated by the set-ups 
created from the scenario 1 to 3. 

8.2.1.3 Comments 
The set-up generates a much lower profit than the optimal solution and therefor it is 
not an optimal solution but it is better than the set-up of today. 
 
The disposable pallets provided by the external company gives a lower fill rate than 
the stacking alternative used today. Using the stacking alternative used today will 
lead to lower handling and transport cost and larger profit. 
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8.2.2 Set-up where the loading ledges are sold to Supplier in Germany 
 

 
Figure 26: Set-up for selling the loading ledges to supplier in Germany 

 
In this set-up the loading ledges are sold to a Supplier in Werne, Germany. 
 
The following tasks are expected from IKEA: 
 

- Handling: 
o Stacking at Retailer 
o Loading at Retailer 
o Unloading at DC 
o Sorting at DC 
o Loading at DC 
o Unloading at Supplier 

- Transport: 
o Retailer � DC 
o DC � Supplier 
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Costs, income and profit generated by the set-up: 
 

  units/year
Total income:  700

  
Transport cost: 176
Handling cost  

 DC: 12
 Retailer: 42

Recycling cost: 0
Fixed costs: 1
Other handling costs: 3
Total cost:  234
Profit:  466
Table 17: Figures for selling the loading ledges 
to supplier in Germany 
 

8.2.2.1 Advantages  
The set-up is similar to the set-up in use today, even simpler.  

8.2.2.2 Disadvantages 
The profit generated by the set-up is smaller than the profit generated by the optimal 
set-up at 10�� loading ledges in circulation. 

8.2.2.3 Comments 
The set-up generates a much lower profit than optimal solution and therefor it is not 
an optimal solution but it generates larger profit than set-ups suggested by the 
external Swedish company. 
 
Optimal stacking alternative for this set-up is �Stacked as suggested�. 
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9 Analysis 
 

9.1 Comparisons 
A comparison between the set-up of today and the new set-up suggestions based on 
the scenarios show that it is profitable to use a new set-up. There is a much larger 
profit to make in all suggested scenarios. A comparison between the external set-up 
suggestions and the set-up suggestions based on the scenarios shows that the new 
set-up suggestions are the most profitable. 

9.2 Structure of new set-up 
The results show that for all new set-up suggestions the Polish supplier is chosen. 
The locations for recycling stations in the set-ups are different whether you choose to 
perform the sorting process at DC or at a recycling station. When choosing to 
perform sorting at DC the first set-up use Sweden and Poland as locations for 
Recycling stations while Scenario 2 uses Germany and Poland. When we allow three 
recycling stations the locations becomes Sweden, Poland and Germany for scenario 
1 and Germany, Poland and Switzerland for Scenario 2.  
 
The four locations for recycling stations in the set-ups for Scenario 1 and 2 are 
Poland, Sweden, Germany and Switzerland. The locations for recycling companies 
also hint which DCs to start sorting at if it is wanted not to use all for start-up. 
 

9.3 Stacking alternative 
The stacking alternative used for all scenarios is Stacked as suggested generating a 
fixed cost. In set-ups suggestions for Scenario 1 the stacking alternative �Shredder� 
is also used. 
 
 

9.4 Costs 
The transport costs are similar for the four last set-ups and the first set-up has a large 
transport cost because it is lacking the possibility of using stacking alternative 
�Shredder� and using the recycling process as a volume reducer, forcing all loading 
ledges to be transported to Poland. The largest difference in cost is for handling costs 
because of the cost for sorting. The largest handling costs are at DC in Scenario 1 
and are moved to recycling station in Scenario 2. The sorting cost is lower in 
Scenario 2, which opens up for more locations to choose for sorting. 
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10 Conclusions 

10.1 Structure of new set-up 
The four locations for recycling stations in the set-ups based on Scenario 1 and 2 
show where the largest volumes of loading ledges are located. They also show 
where to locate recycling stations if choosing to first use one scenario and then later 
developing into using another scenario.  
 
Common for both scenarios 1 and 2 is the locations Poland and Germany. These two 
can therefore be used when using one of the scenarios for start up and then develop 
into the other. The locations for recycling companies also show which DCs to start 
sorting at if it is wanted not to use all for start-up.  
 
The scenarios with largest possibilities for cost reduction are scenarios 1 and 2. For 
Scenario 3 there are only a limited number of suppliers and therefore the cost can not 
be reduced as much as for Scenario 1 and Scenario 2. 
 

10.2 Stacking alternative 
The results clearly show that �Stacked as suggested� is the stacking alternative to 
choose. �Shredder� is also a profitable investment for some DCs. 
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11  Recommendations 
 

11.1 Recommendations for  implementing new set-up 
  
Since the control over the return flow today is lower than wanted it is important to 
keep the external participants to a minimum. For a start, a Polish supplier is the first 
external participant to use in the set-up. A Polish supplier is included in every set-up 
suggested. 
 
The risks and benefits of choosing an external participant perform the sorting, should 
be considered when starting a new set-up. An alternative is to start by performing the 
sorting at the DCs and as the control grows let an external participant take over. This 
will create an understanding for the sorting process within IKEA, which will help 
controlling the sorting better as the activity is moved to an external participant. If 
choosing to use an external company for sorting a suggestion is to set a limit for 
accepted number of loading ledges sorted out. If this limit is reached, investigate the 
reason. 
 
When the control is at a desired level the set-up to use is the set-up based on 
Scenario 2 with four external participants. This gives most development possibilities. 
Scenario 3 is restricted to 3 suppliers and Scenario 1 is not as cost effective as 
Scenario 2 given the transport to DC in Torsvik, Werne, Lyon and Jarosty. 
 
The suggestion is to start with sorting at the DCs and selling the recycled material to 
a polish supplier, Scenario 1. As the control has grown to a wanted level outsource it 
to the Recycling stations, Scenario 2. The first locations to recycle is Germany and 
Poland, the minimum number of Recycling stations to use is two for the flow to work 
in wanted way. Next recycling station should be located in Switzerland.  
 

11.2 Recommendations for further investigations  
Since administrative costs have not been taken into consideration it can be of interest 
to investigate the difference between the different set-ups, since transport costs and 
handling costs did not differentiate that much. 
 
In this thesis the possibility of choosing another supplier for comparison has not been 
investigated. For instance if IKEA have a strong wish that a supplier in Italy should be 
used how would the structure of the set-up then be? Since the costs between the 
different set-ups does not differentiate that much, investigating different suppliers 
might be of interest if one supplier is preferred in front others. 
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Appendix A 
 
Stacking alternative LL/pallet Pallets/T80L 
Stacked as today 250 102
Stacked as suggested 430 68
Unstacked 200 68
Shredded 3440 18
Table 18: Specifications for stacking alternatives 
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Appendix B 
  
Constraints 
 
Scenario 1 

∑
=

==
4

1
4...1,1

k
k kx  

This constraint ensure that only one stacking alternative is used for transport 
between retailer and DC, DC and DC, DC and Recycling station and between DC 
and Supplier and Recycling station combined. 
 

∑∑
= =

=⋅≤
129

1

118

1
4...1,

i i
kijk kMxv  

Loading ledges can only be transported between Retailer and DC with the chosen 
stacking alternative 
 

∑
=

===
4

1
18,129...1,

k
ijijk jiflowv  

The flow between Retailer i and DC j described by the variable ijkv  equals the 
predetermined flow between Retailer i and DC j.  
 

18...1, =⋅≤ jyMq j  
Loading ledges can only be sent to shredder at DC j if shredder is in use at DC j. The 
binary variable y is connected to a fixed cost in the objective function (see chapter 
5.6). 
 

4...1,18...1,18...1, ===⋅≤ kjlMxp kljk  
Loading ledges can only be transported between DC and DC with the chosen 
stacking alternative. 
 

4...1,29...1,18...1, ===⋅≤ krjMxu kjrk  
Loading ledges can only be transported between DC and Recycling station with the 
chosen stacking alternative. 
 

( ) 18...1,
18

1

3

1

139

1

3

1

29

1

3

1
=−++= ∑∑∑∑ ∑∑

= == = = =
jppuqv

l k
ljkjlk

i k r k
jrkjijk  

The flow from DC j equals the flow to DC j. 
 

18..1,0
29

1
==−∑

=
jqo j

r
jr  

Flow from shredder at DC j to Supplier r equals flow to shredder at DC j. 
 

∑ ∑ ∑∑
= = = =

=+=
3

1

18

1

18

1

3

1

29...1,
l j j k

jrkjrrl ruow  

Flow from Recycling station r to Supplier l equals flow to Recycling station r from DC j 
both shredded and stacked. 
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∑
=

≤
29

1
2

r
rt  

Number of Recycling stations are less than or equal to 2. 
 

29...1,
18

1

3

1

18

1

=⋅≤+∑∑ ∑
= = =

rMtou
j k j

rjrjrk  

Loading ledges can only be sent to Recycling station in use. 
 

∑
=

≤
3

1
1

l
ls  

Number of Suppliers are less than or equal to 1. 
 

3...1,
29

1
=⋅≤∑

=
lMsw

r
lrl  

Loading ledges can only be sent to Recycling station in use. 
 

∑
=

=
5

1

01
j

jp  

The sorting of loading ledges will not be done at DC in Oosterhout,  DC in Winterslag, 
DC in Doncaster, DC in Peterborough or DC in Thrapston. 

∑
=

=
8

7

01
j

jp  

The sorting of loading ledges will not be done at DC in Metz or DC in Valls. 
 

∑
=

=
13

10

01
j

jp  

The sorting of loading ledges will not be done at DC in Älmhult, DC in Bönen, DC in 
Erfurth or DC in Salzgitter. 
 

∑
=

=
17

15

01
j

jp  

The sorting will not be done at DC in Itingen, DC in Piacenza or DC in Wels. 
 

41111 181496 ≤+++ pppp  
Sorting of loading ledges can DC in Lyon, DC in Torsvik, DC in Werne and DC in 
Jarosty. 
 

∑∑
= =

=⋅≤
18

1

3

1
18...1,1

l k
jljk jMpp  

Loading ledges can only be sent to DC in Lyon, DC in Torsvik, DC in Werne and DC 
in Jarosty. 
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∑∑
= =

=⋅≤
29

1

3

1
18...1,1

r k
jjrk jMpu  

Since loading ledges can only be sent to Recycling station after being sorted at DC in 
Scenario 1, loading ledges can only be sent to Recycling station from DC in Lyon, DC 
in Torsvik, DC in Werne and DC in Jarosty. 
 

18...1,1 =⋅≤ jMpq jj  
Since loading ledges can only be shredded after being sorted, a shredder can only 
be used at DC in Lyon, DC in Torsvik, DC in Werne and DC in Jarosty. 
 

18...1,000942324.097.016522955.1 =⋅≤⋅⋅⋅ ∑ jpo jjr  

If the shredder is used at a DC the number of loading are below or equal to the 
capacity of the shredders. 
 

∑
=

==
18

1
18...1,13

l
jl jp  

 

∑
=

=⋅≤
18

1
18...1,3

l
jljlk jpMp  

If a DC send loading ledges to another DC, then all loading ledges are sent to the 
same DC. 
 

18...1,24 =≥⋅ jppM jj  
 

18...1,)41(
18

1

3

1

29

1

3

1
=⋅−≤+∑∑ ∑∑

= = = =
jMpup

l k r k
jjrkjlk  

If shredder is used at a DC all loading ledges will be sent with shredder from this DC. 
 
 
Scenario 2 

∑
=

==
4

1
4...1,1

k
k kx  

This constraint see to that only one stacking alternative is used for transport between 
retailer and DC, DC and DC, DC and Recycling station and between DC and Supplier 
and Recycling station combined. 
 

∑∑
= =

=⋅≤
129

1

118

1
4...1,

i i
kijk kMxv  

Loading ledges can only be transported between Retailer and DC with the chosen 
stacking alternative 
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∑
=

===
4

1
18,129...1,

k
ijijk jiflowv  

The flow between Retailer i and DC j described by the variable ijkv  equals the 
predetermined flow between Retailer i and DC j.  
 

4...1,29...1,18...1, ===⋅≤ krjMxu kjrk  
Loading ledges can only be transported between DC and Recycling station with the 
chosen stacking alternative. 
 

18...1,
139

1

3

1

29

1

3

1
==∑∑ ∑∑

= = = =
juv

i k r k
jrkijk  

The flow from DC j equals the flow to DC j. 
 

∑ ∑∑
= = =

==
3

1

18

1

3

1

29...1,
l j k

jrkrl ruw  

Flow from Recycling station r to Supplier l equals flow to Recycling station r from DC. 
 

∑
=

≤
29

1
2

r
rt  

Number of Recycling stations are less than or equal to 2. 
 

29...1,
18

1

3

1

=⋅≤∑∑
= =

rMtu
j k

rjrk  

Loading ledges can only be sent to Recycling station in use. 
 

∑
=

≤
3

1
1

l
ls  

Number of Suppliers are less than or equal to 1. 
 

3...1,
29

1
=⋅≤∑

=
lMsw

r
lrl  

Loading ledges can only be sent to Recycling station in use. 
 
 
Scenario 3 

∑
=

==
4

1
4...1,1

k
k kx  

This constraint see to that only one stacking alternative is used for transport between 
retailer and DC, DC and DC, DC and Recycling station and between DC and Supplier 
and Recycling station combined. 
 

∑∑
= =

=⋅≤
129

1

118

1
4...1,

i i
kijk kMxv  

Loading ledges can only be transported between Retailer and DC with the chosen 
stacking alternative 
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∑
=

===
4

1
18,129...1,

k
ijijk jiflowv  

The flow between Retailer i and DC j described by the variable ijkv  equals the 
predetermined flow between Retailer i and DC j.  
 

18...1,
139

1

3

1

29

1

3

1
==∑∑ ∑∑

= = = =
jwv

i k r k
jrkijk  

The flow from DC j equals the flow to DC j. 
 

∑
=

≤
3

1
1

l
ls  

Number of Suppliers are less than or equal to 1. 
 

3...1,
29

1
=⋅≤∑

=
lMsw

r
lrl  

Loading ledges can only be sent to Supplier in use. 
 

∑∑
= =

=⋅≤
18

1

3

1

3...1,
j l

kjlk kMxw  

Loading ledges can only be sent to Supplier with chosen stacking alternative.
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Appendix C 
 
Objective function 
In this section each cost in the objective function will be shown and the calculations 
will be explained. 
 

∑∑∑
= = =

⋅⋅
129

1

18

1

3

1i j k
ikijk ilersalaryretamestackingtiv  

Stacking cost at Retailers: Number of loading ledges sent from Retailer i multiplied 
by stacking time and salary at the Retailer i. 
 

∑
=

⋅⋅
3

1
139cos

k
kk tstackingx   

Investment at Retailers for stacking alternative k: Fixed cost for stacking 
alternative k multiplied by number of Retailers, 139. 
 

∑∑∑
= = =

⋅⋅⋅
139

1

18

1

3

1

0152.0
i j k

ikijk ilersalaryretapalletsv   

Loading cost at Retailers: Number of loading ledges sent from Retailer multiplied 
by loading time (h) per pallet, number of pallets used per loading ledges for stacking 
alternative k and salary at Retailer. 
 

∑∑∑
= = =

⋅⋅⋅
139

1

18

1

3

1i j k
ijkkijk transptranspcappalletsv  

Transport cost Retailer to DC: Number of loading ledges sent from Retailer 
multiplied by number of pallets used per loading ledge for stacking alternative k, 
number of T80L needed to transport 1 pallet stacked with stacking alternative k and 
transport cost for one T80L between Retailer and DC.  
 

∑∑∑
= = =

⋅⋅⋅
139

1

18

1

3

1

0152.0
i j k

jkijk salarydcpalletsv  

Unloading cost at DC: Number of loading ledges received at DC multiplied by 
number of pallets needed per loading ledge for stacking alternative k, unloading time 
(h) per pallet and salary at DC. 
 

∑
=

⋅⋅
3

1
18cos

k
kk tstackingx  

Investment at Retailers for stacking allernative k: Fixed cost for stacking 
alternative k multiplied by number of Retailers, 139. 
 

∑
=

⋅⋅⋅
18

1

000172.0
j

jj salarydcBq  

Sorting cost at DC: Flow to shredder at DC multiplied by B to add loading ledges at 
DC, sorting time (h) per loading ledge and salary at DC. 
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tshredderp
j

j cos2
18

1

⋅∑
=

 

Investment at DC for shredder: number of shredders at DC multiplied by 
investment for a shredder. 
 

∑
=

⋅
18

1

cos4
j

kjk tstackingp  

Investment not needed when shredder is used at DC: binary variable for if 
shredder is used at DC or not multiplied by investment for stacking alternative in use. 
 

∑∑
= =

⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅
18

1

29

1

0152.04.097.0
j r

jjr salarydcedderpalletsshrBo  

Loading cost at DC of shredded loading ledges: number of shredded loading 
ledges sent from DC to Recycling station multiplied by B to add loading ledges at DC, 
0.97 to take away damaged loading ledges, 0.4 to convert to weight, number of kg 
per pallet when shredded, loading time (h) per pallet and salary at DC. B is calculated 
from the amount sent directly to retail, Transit and CDC, and share picked at DC 
where loading ledges stay at the DC. 
 

∑∑
= =

⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅
18

1

29

1

34.097.0
j r

jrjr transphreddertranspcapsedderpalletsshrBo  

Transport cost DC to Reycling station shredded loading ledges: number of 
shredded loading ledges sent from DC to Recycling station multiplied by kg per pallet 
when shredded, number of T80L per pallet when shredded and transport cost for one 
T80L between DC and Recycling station.   
 

∑∑
= =

⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅
18

1

29

1

0152.04.097.0
j r

rjr clsalaryrecyedderpalletsshrBo  

Unloading cost at DC of shredded loading ledges: number of shredded loading 
ledges sent from DC to Recycling station multiplied by kg per pallet when shredded, 
loading time (h) per pallet and salary at Recycling station.  
 

∑∑
= =

⋅⋅⋅⋅
18

1

29

1

4.097.0
j r

jr ricerecyclingpBo  

Recycling cost: number of loading ledges sent to Recycling station multiplied by 
recycling price. 
 

∑∑∑
= = =

⋅⋅⋅
18

1

18

1

3

1j l k
jkjlk salarydcmestackingtiBp  

Stacking cost for loading ledges sent between DCs: number of loading ledges 
sent between DCs multiplied by stacking time (h) per loading ledge and salary at DC. 
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∑∑∑
= = =

⋅⋅⋅⋅
18

1

18

1

3

1

0152.0
j l k

jkjlk salarydcpalletsBp  

Loading cost at DC for loading ledges sent between DCs: number of loading 
ledges sent between DCs multiplied by number of pallets for stacking alternative k, 
loading time (h) per pallet and salary at DC. 
 

∑∑∑
= = =

⋅⋅⋅⋅
18

1

18

1

3

1

2
j l k

jlkkjlk transptranspcappalletsBp  

Transport cost for loading ledges sent between DCs: number of loading ledges 
sent between DCs multiplied by number of pallets needed per loading ledge for 
stacking alternative k, number of T80L needed per pallet for stacking alternative k 
and transport cost for one T80L between DCs. 
 

∑∑∑
= = =

⋅⋅⋅
18

1

18

1

3

1

0152.0
j l k

lkjlk salarydcpalletsp  

Unloading cost at DC for loading ledges sent between DCs: number of loading 
ledges sent between DCs multiplied by number of pallets per loading ledge for 
chosen stacking alternative, unloading time (h) for one pallet and salary at DC. 
 

∑∑∑
= = =

⋅⋅⋅
18

1

29

1

3

1j r k
jkjrk salarydcmestackingtiBu  

Stacking cost at DC: number of loading ledges at sent from DC to Recycling station 
multiplied by B for share of loading ledges at the DC, stacking time (h) per loading 
ledge and salary at DC. 
 

∑∑∑
= = =

⋅⋅
18

1

29

1

3

1j r k
jkjrk salarydcmestackingtiu  

Stacking cost at DC: number of loading ledges sent from DC to Recycling station 
multiplied by stacking time for alternative k and salary at DC. 
 

∑∑∑
= = =

⋅⋅⋅
18

1

29

1

3

1

000172.0
j r k

jjrk salarydcBu  

Sorting cost at DC: number of loading ledges sent from DC to Recycling station 
multiplied by sorting time for 1 loading ledge and salary at DC. 
 

∑∑∑
= = =

⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅
18

1

29

1

3

1

397.0
j r k

jrkkjrk transptranspcappalletsBu  

Transport cost for loading ledges sent between DC and Recycling station: 
number of loading ledges sent from DC to Recycling station multiplied by number of 
pallets per loading ledge for chosen stacking alternative, number of T80L per pallet 
for chosen stacking alternative and transport cost for one T80L between DC and 
Recycling station. 
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∑∑∑
= = =

⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅
18

1

29

1

3

1

0152.097.0
j r k

rkjrk clsalaryrecypalletsBu  

Loading cost at DC: number of loading ledges sent from DC to Recycling station 
multiplied by number of pallets per loading ledge with chosen stacking alternative, 
loading time (h) for one pallet and the salary at the Recycling station. 
 

∑∑∑
= = =

⋅⋅⋅⋅
18

1

29

1

3

1

4.097.0
j r k

jrk ricerecyclingpBu  

Recycling cost: number of loading ledges sent to Recycling station multiplied by 0.4 
to convert to kg and recycling cost per kg. 
 

∑
=

⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅
29

1
0152.04.0995.097.0

r
rrl clsalaryrecyyclpalletsrecBw  

Loading cost at Recycling station: number of loading ledges sent from Recycling 
station to Supplier multiplied by 0.995 because of a 0.05 % weight loss when 
regranulated, 0.4 to convert to kg, number of pallets per kg for stacking alternative 
after regranulation, loading time (h) per pallet and salary at Recycling station.  

∑
=

⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅
29

1
sup0152.04.0995.097.0

r
lrl pliersalaryyclpalletsrecBw  

Unloading cost at Supplier: number of loading ledges sent from Recycling station 
to Supplier multiplied by 0.4 to convert to kg, number of pallets per kg for stacking 
alternative after regranulation, loading time (h) per pallet and salary at Supplier. 
 

∑∑
= =

⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅
29

1

3

1
44.0995.097.0

r l
rlrl transpecycltranspcapryclpalletsrecBw  

Transport cost for loading ledges sent between Recycling station and Supplier: 
number of loading ledges sent from Recycling station to Supplier multiplied by 
number of pallets per kg for stacking after regranulation, number of T80L per pallet 
for stacking after regranulation and transport cost for one T80L between DC and 
Recycling station. 
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